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First 
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Chemours Tom Chen 
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Chemours Steve Springer 
Corrosion Materials Jacob Rodriguez 
Dow Chemical David Barber 
DuPont Frank Cui 
Eastman Chemical Robert  Sinko 
Eastman Chemical Will Hoskins 
Huntsman Mark Blair 
Koch Invista Sean Brossia 
MTI Pradip Khaladkar 
Neotiss Craig Thomas 
Plymouth Tube Ed Blessman 
Praxair Edward Richey 
New Castle Stainless Tony Palermo 
Rolled Alloys Rick Duncan 
Sandvik Katie Day 
Shell Jorge Penso 
Stress Engineering Krista Heidersbach 
Tricor Metals  Chuck Young 
VDM Metals Sereibot  Yem 
Victaulic Mike Griffin 
Victaulic Tyler Laubach 
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Minutes 
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Agenda 

 

 
 

Review 
Information from 
Prospective 
Bidders 

Review information from prospective bidders (Attachment A): The attendees 
were informed that all three bidders had answered out 14 questions originally 
posed to SwRI. Chuck Young informed that Gas Institute has considerable 
experience in lab simulation.  A conference call to interview them is to be 
arranged. 

 
 

Review Status of 
SPS 

Review the status of project SPS:  The subject literature search was brought 
up.  A conference call with the following team members – Katie Day, Krista 
Heidersbach, Chuck Young, Sean Brossia and Bill Watkins – is to be arranged.  
Bill has considerable experience with NERAC search. 

 
 

Summary of 
Action Items 

Path Forward Responsible Due Date 
Arrange an interview with GTI Pradip Khaladkar July 2018 
Arrange a conference call with Bill Watkins 
for the core team of Krista Heidersbach, 
Katie Day, Chuck Young and Sean Brossia 
for NERAC search 

Pradip Khaladkar July 2018 

 

 
 

Future Meetings Conference calls (July 2018) 
AmeriTAC 127 October 2018 
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Response from Swerea KIMAB – Olivier Rod








1. Can you tell us about the procedure for transporting plant water? How will this assure that the bacteria are maintained?


An adapted “cold storage” transport box could be used for this purpose. We will ask our colleagues expert in microbiology how low it can be handled before analysis to see if it fits with expected transport time   





1. Can we analyze several plant waters for bacteria commonalities and create an artificial solution for testing based on that?


Yes it is possible. The idea could be to cultivate the bacteria that are taken from the water samples. Then the reproduced cocktail of bacteria can be used in the test. 





1. How can we assure that we will get MIC?


This can never be assured since real MIC is a rare phenomenon (especially on stainless steels) that depends on many parameters that cannot be all controlled. However, in aerated conditions, the biofilm-induced corrosion can more easily be reproduced and monitoring with simple potential monitoring (to check the so-called potential ennoblement). Then if the application concerns aerated conditions it is much easier to simulate it. The anaerobic is much more complicated to be reproduced and anaerobic MIC have low chance to be easily simulated at lab. scale.    





1. What happens if we don’t get MIC attack?


In aerated water, If a bacterial activity is measured (with potenbtial monitoring), if no corrosion occurs that could mean that the tested material is corrosion resistant in these conditions. Ideally it is interesting to test in parallel a “low grade” alloy for which we could check that biofilm-induced corrosion occurs.  





1. Should we be testing with aerated water or dearated water?


For the reasons mentioned above, I would suggest aerated conditions which is also generally much more critical than deaerated conditions for passive alloys such as stainless steels, and also easier to be reproduced and monitored). 





1. What temperature should we be testing at? Room temperature?


Concerning biofilm-induced corrosion the critical temperatures are generally around 30°C (for aerated conditions). Then I would suggest 30°C if the idea is to get a conservative bacterial activity in aerated conditions. 





1. What temperature would culturing be done to categorize the bacteria?


I would suggest from ambient to 30°C, expect if you target specific applications that could show significantly higher temperatures. 








1. Do you have a suggestion for identifying MIC with pitting depth? Is there a certain depth you’d recommend we use as the criteria?


The commonly used criteria for localized corrosion is 25µm (above that it is considered as “etching”. However, if stainless steels are tested, I would recommend to perform Crevice Corrosion testing in addition to pitting (crevice corrosion is the critical failure for stainless steels… in aerated conditions, the biofilm acts on cathodic surfaces (increasing the potential and the cathodic reduction efficiency) and significantly increase the crevice corrosion risk (more critical than pitting) 





1. I would like to know what experience and success SWRI has had in simulating the plant water system in the lab, what is their methodology for implementing it and monitoring it, and for how long?


We did many tests… I will see what have been published and put it in a compressed file… I put enclose a presentation that I have with me since I will present it next week on the effect of biofilm on electroactivity and localized corrosion risk… we also currently work with the Nuclear industry in this topic but the work is confidential and cannot be share at this time





1. Have they been able to reproduce MIC seen in the field with mic seen in the lab using the same plant water?


In aerated conditions, the main effect of bacteria is the formation of electroactive biofilm… this electroactivity can be monitored and quantified. It is this electroactivity that is responsible of the increased corrosion risk. 





1. What are the parameters that will be monitored, e.g., planktonic counts, sessile counts, DNA’s etc?


The potential will be continuously monitored. Then, at the end of the testing many types of bacterial analysis that are known to be potentially responsible for corrosion can be analyzed using some the technics below:


Counting of total Microorganismes by microscopie en epifluorescence (living & dead) 


- Quantification of viable and culturable bacteria:


• Aerobic and anaerobic heterotrophic bacteria


• Sulphate-reducing bacteria


• Thiosulphate-reducing bacteria


• Bacteria that produce Acids


• Ferro-bacteria


• Nitrate-reducing bacteria


Possibility to do biomolecular analysis by qPCR:


• Total bacteria


• Archaea


• Sulphate-reducing bacteria


• Ferro-bacteria: Gallionella sp. (iron oxidation) and Geobacter sp. (iron reduction)


• nitrifying bacteria


• Denitrifying bacteria


• Methanogens


Possibility to do DNA and RNA analysis (but very costly and not really recommended.





1. What is the typical timeframe you do for MIC testing? How long should we expect these tests to take?


We recommended generally 3 to 6 months exposures… these tests + analyses could be settled in a year time… 





1. Can you create an artificial MIC solution? How would you go about doing this?


Yes, by analyzing and cultivating the bacteria from water samples you will send. It is then possible to get consortia of bacteria and to inject it in the electrolyte. 





1. Would it make sense for us to focus on a single bacteria type? Or should we be looking at several, all at once? Or one at a time?


Bacteria always act in consortium and never alone…it is highly recommended to look at all in a same time. 













Response from Herman de Vries of Bioclear








1. Can you tell us about the procedure for transporting plant water? How will this assure that the bacteria are maintained?


It depends on the purpose of the plant water. Analyzing certain chemical properties would require good logistics. For microbial measurements (DNA), we have developed sampling kits, that directly stabilizes the biology. This is a very effective strategy that preserves a sample for at least 3 months. This doesn’t require cooling during storage and/or transportation. 





Growth testing (cultivation) of the plant water would require a ‘fresh’ water sample. This would require cooled transportation on for instance dry ice. It is logistically a little bit more of a challenge, but we have experiences in organizing this. 


It’s however a good question whether we would need ‘real’ plant water. For a comparison of different alloys, you want to exclude any variability in the source water and the cultivated bacteria. An artificial solution is maybe not a bad alternative. Creating an artificial solution would help to ensure that each alloy specimen is exposed to the same conditions and micro-organisms.








1. Can we analyze several plant waters for bacteria commonalities and create an artificial solution for testing based on that?


I would strongly recommend to analyze plant waters on at least micro-organisms and chemical properties, before we do an actual test. Based on the preference of the MTI members we could focus on just a few plants or include all members. A benefit for the involved plant owners would be that they would get information about the susceptibility to MIC. It could also create a reference database for MTI an its members that could be used for future purposes.





To discover commonalities, it might be necessary to either repeat or at least have a discussion with the process owners. Samples from different time points (on the same asset) can have great variation. Consequently resulting in different growth conditions for MIC.








1. How can we assure that we will get MIC?


Your question imposes that MIC is a randomized process. I strongly disagree with this way of viewing MIC. It’s not a coincidence if MIC is occurring. MIC will happen if organisms are present and if environmental conditions are favorable for microbial growth and the material is (electrochemical) accessible for bacteria to utilize. The amount of metal loss per time unit is somewhat more difficult to predict, as it depends on mechanistic properties and growth kinetics and material properties. With great local differences.





We have cultivated a large volume of a broad and aggressive SRB culture. This could be utilized for flow loop testing or other types of tests.  





1. What happens if we don’t get MIC attack?


Together with our partner we have many years of experience. It will not be a problem to grow these specific organisms and let them ‘attack’ the material. What would help to comfort you on this question? We could show you the lab facilities. 





1. Should we be testing with aerated water or dearated water?


MIC is a definition that covers a very broad area of organisms that influence or utilize metals. There are MIC organisms that grow under (more) aerobic conditions (e.g. IOB, SOB’s). Most (well known) MIC processes are happening under anaerobic conditions. We could discuss about this topic in more detail, but to me it would make sense to stay close to process conditions that occur within the industrial processes. 





1. What temperature should we be testing at? Room temperature?


We need to make a choice on which temperature this will be done. Even within a single MIC process like sulphate reduction, there is a large diversity of different micro-organisms. Some of these organisms grow under ambient temperatures, but some of them can grow on much higher temperatures up to at least 40-50 degrees Celsius. We could decide, based on the type of organisms that we will find in the relevant industrial processes and the corresponding process conditions. To stay as close to the real world conditions as possible.








1. What temperature would culturing be done to categorize the bacteria?


I’m not sure whether I understand this question correct. My assumption is that you are referring to culturing techniques to identify organisms from either the test or the industrial process. In most cases we utilize DNA based technologies to identify and quantify micro-organisms. Both for lab tests and environmental/industrial samples. It is of course possible to use culturing techniques, but to our experience DNA based techniques provide better and more accurate information. Within our company we have a broad portfolio of DNA and RNA based techniques. For instance qPCR, NGS (Next Generation Sequencing). I can imagine that these abbreviations do not sound familiar to you. It’s no problem to provide more information about this.





1. Do you have a suggestion for identifying MIC with pitting depth? Is there a certain depth you’d recommend we use as the criteria?





The velocity might also be an indication for MIC. But other corrosion processes might give similar results (e.g. CO2 corrosion). In general I would not recommend to use (only) the morphology of the corrosion pit. Some shapes can indicate that MIC is occurring, but especially for Alloys, it would require more information to judge whether MIC has played a role. We like to triangulate different information sources: Morphology, chemical, microbiological. These different sources of information should point into the same direction.





1. I would like to know what experience and success SWRI has had in simulating the plant water system in the lab, what is their methodology for implementing it and monitoring it, and for how long?


I assume that you are referring to our experience. Together with our partner, we have been running flow loop testing for a long time (over 15 years). To give an example, we have developed a continuous custom flow-loop with a large European Oil&Gas operator. This flow-loop is being used for biocide testing. This flow-loop set-up represents their process within the field and mimics the different process conditions. This set-up is custom build and proprietary information from the operator. 





A second example is that we have done a comparison of different alloys and their susceptibility to MIC for the French ministry of Defense. This was not a flow-loop test, but an open-loop test in which sea water was being used. 





A brief insight into the methodology for designing a specific test (e.g. flow-loop):


1. Exploration of the relevant process 


1. Design of the test 


1. Engineering of test set-up 


1. Construction


1. Inoculation of the test set-up


1. Initial measurements


1. Start of the test





1. Have they been able to reproduce MIC seen in the field with mic seen in the lab using the same plant water?


It is feasible to use the same plant water for the test. We have done this for instance for a Nigeria based asset. The test was done in Europe. Using the plant water, would require a logistic chain of no more than 48 hours, under cooled conditions. You can imagine that transportation in this case involved considerable costs. For this specific example we validated the intake of sea water and determined a MIC corrosion rate based on a coupon test. This test is validated and corresponds quite well with the actual material loss within the asset. Over time, we have stopped to use the ‘real’ sea water. Currently, we create artificial sea water that has the same properties as the intake sea water. 





Before and during sea water intake, chemical and microbiological samples are taken to characterize both chemical and microbiological properties. This information is crucial to mimic the properties of the artificial solution.





1. What are the parameters that will be monitored, e.g., planktonic counts, sessile counts, DNA’s etc?


This is also a question about the available budget. Ideally you would like to measure microbiology in combination with water chemistry (TOC, Sulphate, etc.) and physical parameters like pH, temperature, conductivity.


With regard to microbiology:


If you would like to start with an exploration of different assets, it might be a good recommendation to use a NGS (next Generation sequencing) tool like 16s based sequencing to explore all the organisms within the assets. During the test we can quantify the organisms by using qPCR. It might be interesting to combine this with electrochemical measurements on the coupons.








1. What is the typical timeframe you do for MIC testing? How long should we expect these tests to take?


How much loss of material would be required to be judged as significant? Typically a test would take 30-50 days, for practical reasons. But we are currently also running a test for one of our clients that takes 8 months.





1. Can you create an artificial MIC solution? How would you go about doing this?





Yes, as mentioned in previous points, we have an artificial solution available. But depended on the configuration of the test, we have the possibility to create a custom cultured solution. 





1. Would it make sense for us to focus on a single bacteria type? Or should we be looking at several, all at once? Or one at a time?


Focusing on a single strain could make the test easier, but also less representative to the real world situation. The solution that we have available, contains a mixture of different SRB’s, originating from a sea water environment. 





To conclude:


A lot of MIC knowledge originates to the upstream oil&gas. Over the past few years we have learned that other types of systems (refinery, tank storage, heat exchangers) are exposed to different MIC mechanisms. From our previous discussions, I have made the conclusions that the to be tested alloys are applied into chemical and refinery plants. It would be very helpful if members would share individual cases of suspected MIC. And based on this view, decide which points within the plant are relevant. 


This could provide valuable information to decide on which type components within the plants we should focus. I can imagine that part of these discussions have already taken place.


Starting then with a thorough examination (microbiologically and chemically) could be very fruitful as a starting point for a possible project.










MTI Conference Call 2/20/2018		SwRI Response


Questions:


1. Can you tell us about the procedure for transporting plant water? 


It is important to minimize the holding time for microbiological samples to 24 hours or less.  Thus, it is best to ship overnight or transport plant water for processing within 24 hours if possible.   It is also an option to send to the sponsor, inoculation bottles so that a ‘neat’ and ‘immediate’ sample can be extracted and characterized based on whether anything changes with the transported sample that is then characterized once received by the lab.  We would be able to see if any of the major bacterial MIC families change during the transport process.


How will this assure that the bacterial are maintained?


Ideally samples would be shipped at the relative conditions in which they were collected (temperature, pressure, and degree of aeration).  We have various receptacles and transport containers that can maintain heat and pressure, if required.  We also have, and are able to build specialized containers/rig for maintaining environment conditions, if required.


2. Can we analyze several plant waters for bacteria commonalities and create an artificial solution for testing based on that?


Yes, it would be best to characterize several plant waters that have experienced MIC related issues in the past.  Different regional samples would allow for more diversity especially if collected during peak MIC season events and/or immediately following rain/flooding which increases runoff carrying increased contaminates (fecal coliforms).  Collection can be supplied from cooling ponds, municipal water supply, water storage tank, or dead leg region that the users associate with most like source of contaminants.  Sources may be different for each facility.


Site Collection:  location, temperature, pressure, pH, total dissolved solids


Baseline analysis:	


· Collection location


Temperature


pH


cATP


DNA analysis: reports the percentage of bacterial DNA found in the sample for each bacterial genus from the test library (cannot be used to identify unknown species)


NACE Standard Test Method (TM0794-2004) for Field Monitoring of Bacterial Growth in Oil and Gas Systems:


· Acid-Producing Bacteria (APB) – Phenol Red Dextrose (PRD)


· Acid-Producing Anaerobic Bacteria (AnAPB) – Anaerobic Phenol Red Dextrose (AnPRD)


· Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria (SRB) – Modified Postgate Medium B (MPB)





(11, 13, & 14) Overall Approach: 


There are two potential approaches.  The first is to develop a “standardized” test solution.  The second approach would involve a fit-for-service type approach.  The second approach would require testing in specific water and conditions experienced at the given plant.  A “standardized” test solution would allow for a screening test of different materials to determine rank order of resistance to MIC for “generic” test conditions.  The generic test environment would consist of a collection of species common to the locations where MIC has been observed in the past from many plants and will have a defined ratio of the types of species found (i.e. APB, SRB, etc).  The steps to developing this standardized test environment are as follows:


i. Analyze plant waters from different facilities as outlined above in #1


ii. Data collected will be correlated with literature a search for most aggressive MIC organisms 


iii. Determination of which of these organisms can be obtained from approved suppliers list (quality vetted) and if possible, co-cultured


iv. Bench-level R&D of selected “soup” (mixed or single culture) to determine the  growth curve for the culture


v. Perform materials testing [(static or low flow) until MIC is observed.  Media refresh rate would be based on R&D (iv.)].  Multiple materials will be analyzed to determine the rank order of MIC resistance.


*If using an artificial soup instead of actual plant source water, the best growth conditions for the particular organism(s) might not mimic plant conditions, but might provide a more aggressive test which would provide a more conservative materials ranking.  As mentioned during the call, it is important for all parties to understand that making of the artificial soup may not give a relevant depiction of the community and interlacing interactions occurring during the plant process (e.g. rise of one population and decline of another or participation by unknown and unidentified bacterial species).  If we can produce MIC, with the standard test solution, it will help provide rankings but observed corrosion rates may not be a direct correlation in the field environment.


vi. Post analysis (coupons) 


· Imaging (Example images are of bare steel controls used in recent materials testing)


a. ESEM


b. Biofilm (by weight) and/or pit (swab/flush) tATP 


c. 3D surface profiling


d. 3D microscopy


· 
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3. How can we assure that we will get MIC?  


We cannot assure that we will get MIC.  However, there are a number of things we can do to improve the chances that we will observe MIC:


· Comparing observed species from the plant water with literature observations will provide some information regarding aggressiveness of species that will be used in the “soup”


· Use only welded samples 


· Acquire water samples from facilities where aggressive MIC has been observed and during seasons in which MIC is most prevalent.


· Include several controls.  For example, one set of materials should be known to corrode by MIC to ensure MIC can occur.  Also, sterile solutions will be used for negative controls and saline solutions for non-MIC corrosion controls will be used.


4. What happens if we don’t get MIC attack? 


As with any testing, we will mimic the ‘problem’ conditions as best possible, which will be best accomplished with input from the sponsors facilities we receive samples from.  If MIC does not occur, testing will stop and re-access with sponsors.


5. Should we be testing with aerated water or deaerated water? 


If using plant water for testing then it would be performed at site conditions.  If using artificial “soup” then the exposure would be done using inoculated DI water and providing a nutrient source to sustain the microbial population.  Temperature, pressure, and aeration conditions for the testing will mimic those found generally in regions where MIC is observed within operator facilities.  


6. What temperature should we be testing at? 


Same as question #5


7. What temperature would culturing be done to categorize the bacteria?  


Culturing the bacteria would be extremely cost prohibitive.  Some species may be unculturable.  Further, up to half of the organisms identified may be unknowns.  This would not be the path we would take for this testing.  See #2 above for our approach.


8. Do you have a suggestion for identifying MIC with pitting depth? Is there a certain depth you’d recommend we use as the criteria?


The pitting depth criterion was developed to distinguish between pitting corrosion in saline solution (or sea water) from MIC in the same solution.  This is possible because there is a maximum pit depth for a saline solution (albeit different for different stainless alloys).  Pitting deeper than this maximum depth is assumed to be the result of microbial attack.  The primary water source for refineries and chemical plants is from municipal water or cooling water lakes where the halide content is relatively low.  Further, MIC within the refinery or chemical plant is the result of the specific operating environment experienced.  In our approach, control samples (as mentioned previously) that are not inoculated would be used to distinguish MIC from non-MIC corrosion.


9. I would like to know what experience and success SWRI has had in simulating the plant water system in the lab, what is their methodology for implementing it and monitoring it, and for how long? 


At this point, we have not developed a simulated soup to act as a standard test environment.  We do have experience and capabilities to carry out the individual tasks needed to develop such a standard exposure condition.  Our past MIC studies, for various sponsors, have included use of their actual source water as the inoculum so we have demonstrated the ability to transport and maintain source solutions.  We have also studied MIC using specific bacteria (such as SRB’s) that we are able to procure from ATCC.  We have also been involved with the development of test standards for other applications (e.g. atmospheric corrosion) so understand the process needed to develop a generalized exposure.


10. Have they been able to reproduce MIC seen in the field with mic seen in the lab using the same plant water? 


Yes, see example images above


11. What are the parameters that will be monitored, e.g., planktonic counts, sessile counts, DNA’s etc? 


See question #2


12. What is the typical timeframe you do for MIC testing? How long should we expect these tests to take? 


This cannot be known a priori.  Some guidance can be gained based on past experience.  We have performed testing with collected source water that lasted one month.  For test times longer than one month, the test volume would require refreshing with source water.  This would be similar if testing is performed with artificial solution which would need to be refreshed to maintain culture viability.  We have also conducted flow loop testing to study MIC, and that test ran 1 to 2 weeks while refreshing growth media every 3 days.  Based on comments from the committee, MIC has been observed seasonally or as the result of plant upset conditions where contaminant water is introduced or inhibitor not added.  These comments suggest that MIC occurs rather quickly.  It is likely that a 30 day exposure would be sufficient but exposure greater than 90 days would not be justified.


13. Can you create an artificial MIC solution? How would you go about doing this? 


See question #2


14. Would it make sense for us to focus on a single bacteria type? Or should we be looking at several, all at once? Or one at a time? 


See question #2.  Ideally, in the field it is the community of different bacterial families that work together to establish a biofilm and it is their direct metabolic processes or byproducts of metabolism that create MIC issues.  The viability of individual species within these communities (and hence the biofilm as a whole) rises and falls creating a dynamic system.  The severity of MIC will be driven by the dynamics of the biofilm system.  For example, extra cellular membranes and metabolic by-products of aerobic species may provide a suitable environment for the growth of more aggressive SRB species within the biofilm.  Without knowing the specific species or types of species responsible for MIC in the environments of interest, we feel it is best to provide multiple types of known species (identified from the different water sources) to the standard test solution and allow a biofilm and subsequent MIC to developed based on the exposure conditions of the test rather than target a singular inoculum. 
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